
At The Beauty, Skin & Eyelash
LOUNGE

Call to book 01992 574694
1-3 Station Road, Epping, CM16 4HA

www.thebeautyskinandeylashlounge.co.uk 

EPPING 
Aesthetic Clinic

Plasma pen Is a non surgical, skin lifting and tightening device 
that is used for the face and body. It helps to reshape, rebuild 
and strengthen the scaffolding within the dermis to give it 
back elasticity and flexibility.

This treatment can be performed all over the face and 
body from tightening and lifting to mole removal, skin tags 
removal, removal of stretch marks, scar revision, pigmentation 
and melasma and much much more come in for a plasma 
consultation to find out more.

Download our FREE app to book 24/7

Opening Hours
Closed Mondays & Sundays

Tuesday 10am-6pm
Wednesday 10am-6pm

Thursday 10am-8pm
Friday 10am-6pm

Saturday 10am-5pm

Advanced Cosmetic Procedure
Intense Pulse Light for: Red vein removal (face and décolleté) 
Spider Nevi (face and décolleté) Sun spots / liver spots. 
Consultation is required and price will be quoted at the 
consultation depending on the area. £30 (redeemable if 
course is booked)

Red Vein Removal Small Patch from £30
Red Vein Décolletté from £50
Pigmentation Small Patch from £30
Pigmentation back of hands from £30
A course of 3 treatments is advised for the best long  
lasting results.

Intense Pulse Light Hair Removal
Consultation is required and price will be quoted at the 
consultation depending on the area. £30 (redeemable if 
course is booked)

 Single  x 8   Top up
Full Leg £200 £1360 £120
½ Leg £140 £952 £80
Bikini Line £90 £612 £55
Brazilian £120 £816 £75
Hollywood £150 £1020 £100
Underarms £50 £340 £30
½ Arm £80 £544 £60
Full Arm £120 £816 £90
Neck £50 £340 £30
Chin £50 £340 £30
Sides of Face £60 £408 £40
Lip £30 £204 £20
Mans Back £160 £1088 £100
Mans Chest £160 £1088 £100
 

Forehead Lift  £750
Dragon Lift and  
Browplasty  £450
Browplasty  £300
Crows Feet  £300
Relax Lines (elevens)  £200
Non Surgical Upper 
Blepharoplasty  
(eye Lift)  £399
Non Surgical Lower 
Blepharoplasty  
(under eyes)  £399
Both Upper and  
Lower Eye £699
Perioral Augmentation  
(lip flip)  £250
Cheeks  £450
Lip/Smokers Line  £300
Bunny Lines  
(across the nose)  £200
Nasolabial Folds  
(marionette lines)  £300
Chin Augmentation  £350
Jowl/Jaw Line  from £500  
(price on consultation)

Neck/Turkey Neck from £500 
(price on consultation) 
Décolletage  £650
Stomach/Abdominal  
 from £800 to £1200
The Plasma Power  
Peel Rejuvenation  £300
Full Non Surgical  
Facelift  £2000
Mini Non Surgical  
Facelift  £1000
Stretch Mark Removal  
(price on consultation) 
 from £300
Scar Revision and  
Resurfacing  from £200
Skin Tags, Milia and Mole 
Removal  from £50
Pigmentation and Resurfacing 
Hand Treatment  £300
Pigmentation and Melasma 
Correction  from £200
Knees  from £500
Facial Resurfacing  
on a area  from £100



Non-Surgical Facial Treatments
The leading technology in micro-current therapy, it was 
developed as a medical procedure to treat facial muscle loss.  As 
we grow older our facial muscles naturally start to lose tone and 
elasticity.  Using tiny micro-current electrical pulses to the facial 
muscles will help to tighten and combat loss of muscle tone. 

Non Surgical Lift £50  •  x 10 £450
The complete lift to the face. A course of 10 treatments, 2-3 a 
week to achieve the best results.

CACI Ultimate £75  •  x 10 £675
Combing the micro lift with microdermabrasion, wrinkle 
comb, light therapy and hydratone, to give you the ultimate 
facial experience.

Jowl Lift £30  •  x 10 £270
The specific treatment concentrates on the jowl only, giving 
intense, micro-current therapy to lift and firm the jowls.

Party Pout £20
A temporary pout designed to last 24-48 hours.

New Eye Revive Treatment £35 • x 10 £315
The eye revive treatment is a must have for anyone concerned 
with ageing and puffiness around the eye area. The treatment 
uses serum filled micro-current eye rollers which have a cooling 
effect to gently tighten and tone sagging muscles around 
the eye. This serum contains effective ingredients to reduce 
puffiness by up to 31% and dark circles up to 35%. Suitable for all 
to soothe tired, puffy eyes, combat dark circles and reduce lines 
and wrinkles. Can be also added to any facial treatment.

Dermaplaning  £50
This is a exfoilation treatment that removes the top layer of 
dead skin cells and vellus hair (peach fuzz), by using a small 
sterile blade revealing a smoother, clearer and rejuvenated 
appearance.

Microneedling  £175  •  x 3 £445  •  x 6 £895
The concept of needling is based on the skins natural ability to 
repair itself, immediately after an injury occurs to the skin, our 
bodies self repair mechanism works by creating micro injuries 
in the skin which triggers new collagen synthesis. The result is
smoother, firmer and younger looking skin.

Medispa Aesthetic Facial Treatments
Age Defying Facial  1 hour £55
A relaxing facial that infuses the skin with medik8 core 
ingredients vitamin c to protect and regenerate and vitamin 
a to stimulate and correct together creating a more youthful 
appearance.

Deep Hydration Facial  45 minutes £45
A complete nourishing and comforting facial to restore vitality 
to dull, flaky and comprised skin. Gentle exfoliation and 
replenishing hero formulations deliver deep hydration.

Balancing Facial  1 hour £55
Deep cleansing and pore refining ingredients are used to 
target oily, problematic and blemished skins. Re balancing 
products are used throughout to smooth, calm and generate a 
clearer complexion.

Redness Calming Facial  45 minute £45
A gentle soothing treatment to instantly calm inflamed, hot, 
flushed,red and sensitive skins. Using intelligent formulations 
to aid skin recovery.

Resurfacing Power Facial  1 hour £55
A powerful triple exfoliation resurfacing treatment to brighten 
even the dullest skins, results driven facial to create luminous 
and refreshed skin.

Light Fusion LED  
Phototherapy
Light fusion photo facial is a non invasive and clinically proven 
professional grade LED light emitting device that is combined 
with a exclusive hydrogel mask to deliver superior anti ageing 
results. Its a natural, non invasive,painless treatment suitable 
for all skin types and conditions.

Light Fusion Photo Facial  
 30 minutes £55  •  x 6  £275  •  x 10  £495
This treatment will smooth, firm and hydrate your skin in 
10 minutes, the light fusion is placed on your face it will 
rejuvenate, boost collagen production,energise and brighten 
the skin. A quick pick me up facial for those that don’t have 
a lot of time but want results, recommended course of 
treatments with monthly booster treatments.

Light Fusion Booster Treatment  £30
This treatment can be combined with any of our skin care 
treatments to boost your treatment results.

Light Fusion Body – Select Area Neck,  
Décolletage or Hands  £55
This will smooth, firm, plump and rejuvenate the skin

Medical Facial Peeling Treatments
Medik8 offers a wide range of ‘Medical grade’ peel treatments 
to suit everyone from those who are very new to chemical 
peels, to experienced clients looking for deeper level of 
epidermal peeling with intensive results. Your skin care expert 
will ensure you have a comfortable experience in clinic with 
advice and a tailor made home care regime to optimise results 
for all skin concerns and conditions. Recommended for best 
results are courses of facials which will be advised together 
with you and your skin care therapist.

Superfacial Enzyme Peel  45 minutes £60
A gentle treatment combining natural fruit enzymes for 
professional exfoilation perfect for introduction to facial peel 
treatments.

Light Peel  £60  • x 6 £300
A mild peel suitable for all skin types, first step to deep 
epidermal peeling.

Eye Peel  £35  • x 6 £175
An ultra gentle yet effective solution to treat signs of ageing 
around the delicate eye area.

Age Peel  £75  • x 6 £375
A targeted formulation that restores collagen to diminish 
stubborn signs of ageing.

Beta Peel  £75  • x 6 £375
A powerful blend of acids that sink deep into the pores to 
effectively reduce breakouts and unclog the skin and improve 
the appearance of the skin.

White Peel  £75  • x 6 £375
A brightening peel targeting hyperpigmentation and dull and 
uneven skin tones.


